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A message from our CEO & Executive
Principal, Mr. Suresh Dass
Following suit of the La Salle Tradition, St. John’s

International Secondary School believe that our SJIS

Alumni plays a major role in motivating and influencing
our graduates and school community. The most

cherished memories are always of the Alma mater. The

wise words of teachers which still haunt and the longing

always remains in the heart of our alumni to revert back
to school days and relive those moments. The clock can

be turned back, not by being a school student again but
by joining our Alumni community.

The school strives to provide educational
opportunities to all aspiring students to
excel in their studies by cultivating

academic excellence, fostering values

and building global competencies in a
dynamic environment.
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A message from our CEO &
Executive Principal, Mr. Suresh Dass
The best place to start practising what you
have gained would be at your alma mater.

Together we can walk on the path to provide
the best learning opportunity and sharing of
experience to our students to help them

achieve a successful career for themselves.
Keeping this in mind, SJIS’s objective is to

assist in strengthening our alumni community
to help them maintain a lifelong connection
with us and with each other; sharing

experiences and expertise, enjoying exclusive
offers, networking, and volunteering

opportunities. Each alumni recognises that

giving back to their alma mater and serving
SJIS is another step being closer to their
beloved school.

“

As always do keep in touch. We enjoy
hearing of your successes and
reminiscences and will always

endeavour to feature their thought and
experiences in our publications, social

media and our official Website. Just like

our phoenix depicted on our school logo,
SJIS will always be here for them and for
all future alumnus. Hence, reach-out to

“

all your class/school mates from SJIS to
join you as an SJIS Alumni.

Keep safe & healthy always during this
covid-19 pandemic.
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It’s been 4 years since I graduated
from SJIS, and I would say it’s one of
the best times in my life.
Natalie Fang, Batch 2013
Back then, I was somehow a shy person
especially when it comes to public

speaking. Nevertheless, after years of

education, here I am now confident and
able to present myself adequately. The

school has granted me a fruitful journey.
Not just in education but also in life, as I
got the opportunity to meet my lifetime
soulmates whom I cherish until today.

Speaking of education, the teachers who

taught me were also worth remembering.
I would really like to show my

appreciation to all of them for guiding me
not just in my studies but also my

personal growth and development. I

believe that every student has a favorite

teacher in his/her educational journey and
so do I. Mr Hamed, who was my Economics
teacher in Year 10 & 11, who really inspired

me with not just his subject knowledge but
also his ‘life advice’ and constant deep

talks with the students. I remember a time
when I was going through an emotional

breakdown, he talked to me privately and
gave me encouragement for me to stay
strong and keep moving on.

His pastoral care made me to respect his
efforts in taking care of his students and
understanding us. Adding on to that, he

was a really fun teacher and also a good
friend to know, not to mention his facial
expressions had contributed to my
Whatsapp sticker packs!

I am currently
pursuing degree in
Business, Economics
& Finance in
University of
Nottingham
Malaysia, and I
would say that it’s
really a whole new
plane of experience.
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Natalie Fang, Batch 2013
Compared to my high school life,

Last but not least, I would also like to

instead of focusing just on my

Alumni events and activities which

other commitments such as clubs

together even if we are at different

and etc. In the midst of having

different insights from my batch mates

university life is more hectic as

thank the school for having these

studies, I am involved in many

really manage to bring all of us back

and society, student association

places now. In fact, I am able to gain

such a busy life, I tend to reminisce
about my time in SJIS. I will

definitely plan to go back for a visit
to catch up with the teachers and
have a look at the current juniors.

and teachers about their current lives,
and what they have explored or

discovered in the fields that I don’t
come in contact with. Once again,
thank you for this opportunity and

hope to see you all soon! Take care
and stay safe!
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SJIS was like a turning point for my
study life. I joined in 2015 with a
whole new group of people, and I
have to adapt to the new
environment.
Jason Chan Ka Hang Batch 2015
Honestly, I was worried that I would not be able to
blend in and might be left out. However, I have
been gifted with the friendliest and happiest
environment in SJIS.

The students and teachers there are absolutely

awesome. The social circle doesn't only limit within
my own class, but students from the other classes
as well. I have made some really great friends

during those times, and we still keep in touch very
often nowadays. SJIS helped me in many other

ways as well. Apart from gaining knowledge and
preparing for my future, it provided me an

environment where I could comfortably study and
get to meet great people and participate in

various events such as co-curriculum activities.

My participation in those activities has molded me
and made me learning new things and skills.

The teachers in SJIS are awesome. Some of my

favorite teachers are Mr. Hamed and Mr. Suresh.

Mr. Suresh was my Maths teacher. Although I was

not interested in Maths, Mr. Suresh just brought in
new energy to the class and made the lessons

interesting. He was very friendly, and no matter
what question we had, he explained to us the
solutions patiently.
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I am currently a student of Imperium International
College (formerly known as Help College of Arts &
Technology).
He was also the teacher in charge of the

basketball club which I was in. He was like
a friend during those times, and he used
to have fun together with us. My other
favorite teacher is Mr. Hamed. He was

Economic teacher which apparently my

much loved subject too. His lessons were
always interesting to listen and study. He

made sure that everyone understands the
fundamental of the lesson, explaining

every details to us while keeping the class
entertaining as well. He also gave me

some very useful advices for my future
path. He encouraged me to pursue my

dreams and guided me to the right path. I
really appreciate all the teachers in SJIS
for guiding me and teaching me
throughout my high school life.
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This is my final semester and currently
working as an intern in ROCHE

PHARMACEUTICAL APAC Malaysia within
their Human Resource Team. I get to

learn a lot about how a multinational

corporation company work and assist
them in daily task. I also get to meet

people from across the globe such as
Budapest, Germany, China and etc.

The Alumni night was remarkable, gathering

all my friends and schoolmates and catching

up together. We got to talk a lot about our life
and also our memories about SJIS as well. It
was also great to be able to meet our

teachers as well, knowing that everyone is

doing well and great. I am definitely looking

forward for more Alumni events in the future!
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SJIS 9th Awards Ceremony

Success. Accomplishment. Recognition. Award.

A day dedicated just for students.
“The most important thing about

On 20th February 2021, Saturday, St. John’s

not begin with the university, and it

‘LIVE!’ 9th Awards Ceremony.

have seen a lot of people who got

Movement Control Order (MCO), we could not

age, then seemed to shut down

physically present. However, it has always

education is appetite. Education does

International School (SJIS) held its first ever

certainly ought not to end there. I

Due to the hike in Covid-19 case numbers and

cleverer until about 21 or 22 years of

host our grand Awards Day with everyone

altogether and never made any

further progress. Take full advantage

of these years when the wisdom of the
world is placed at your disposal, but
do not spend too much time in

buckling on your armour in the tent.
The battle is going on in every walk
and sphere of life.” – Sir Winston
Churchill

been a tradition to recognise and

acknowledge our students’ achievements;

hence, we drew ‘LIVE’ to share our pride and
joy, certainly with the SOPs in place.

This event broadcasted from the Grand Hall of
SJI Secondary School, in the presence of

several distinguished guests, including Tunku
Dato’ Yaacob Khyra, Tunku Dato’ Seri (Dr)

Iskandar, Tuan Megat Mizan Nicholas Denney,
Tunku Dato’ Ahmad Burhanuddin, Datin Seri
Maneesah and Ms. Anne Rajasaikaran.
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The ceremony started off with our vibrant
emcee, Ms. Mehala Mohan, calling upon
Mr. Suresh Dass, CEO and Executive

Principal of SJIS, to give his welcome

address. He remarked on the essence of

overcoming obstacles and pushing ahead
to come out stronger. Mr. Suresh also

shared that SJIS has maintained 100%

passes in the examinations despite the
pandemic, and took the opportunity to

congratulate the students, parents, and
teachers.

Following that, Y.M. Tunku Dato’ Yaacob
Khyra, Chairman of SJIS Board of

Governors, captivated the audience with
his poignant speech. Tunku Yaacob
emphasised on the importance of

obstinacy and encouraged the awardees
to raise the bar a little higher each time
they succeed. He commended the

teachers and parents for moulding and

supporting the young talents, in ensuring
they go a long way in life.
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After the speeches, it was time for the

students will keep striving for excellence to

It kicked off with the Primary Internal

goes out to our supportive parents,

Secondary Internal Examination Awards.

members of SJIS for making this event a

main agenda, i.e., presentation of awards.

be the best. Not forgetting, our gratitude

Examination Awards, followed by

guardians and students, alongside the staff

Next, we recognised the Cambridge

success.

Cambridge IGCSE Exam Achievers. Before

Best wishes to all the well-deserving

Checkpoint Exam Achievers as well as the
we called it a day, our Pre-University top
scorers were awarded for outstanding
results in their A Level examination.

We wish to thank everyone who made this
event possible. We truly believe that the
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Awardees; for those of you who did not

make it, do not dampen your spirits. Set
your goals and work towards them.

Shine bright and reach for the stars,
Johannians!
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ST. JOHN’S
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(YEAR 1 – YEAR 6)
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